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Defining Cyberwarfare 

 

 Military Definition 

 Subset of warfare 

 Conducted independently or in conjunction 

with larger strategy 

 Force multiplier  

 Information warfare  

 Acts of war 



Uniqueness 1: Conventional 

Military Ethics Apply 
 

 Cyberspace not unique as field of conflict 
 LOAC and international norms apply 

 Tallinn Manual on International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare  

 Ethics and laws tightly linked 
 LOAC/Geneva Convention 

 Just War 
 Jus in bello /Jus ad bellum 

 Aquinas, Augustine, Grotius 

 Principles: 
○ Distinction 

○ Proportionality 

○ Necessity 

○ Unnecessary suffering 



Uniqueness 2: Cyberwar is 

Unique 
 

 No “importing” of principles 
 E.G. distinction between economic and military action – 

Iran  

 Cyberspace creates new ethical challenges 

 Defining cyberattack 
 Distinction between computer network attack (CNA) and 

intrusion 

 Difficult to distinguish whether an attack happens  

 Difficulty in discerning attacker  

 Response to cyberattacks with conventional attacks 

 The problem of attribution 
 Difficulty in identifying cyber attacker  

 LOAC assumes identification  



Alternative Frames for 

Cyberwarfare  

 

 Frameworks of criminality, terrorism, 

espionage 

 Cyber attacks cheaper than 

conventional attacks 

 Conducted by nonstate actors 

 Do you consider ISIS/Anonymous under 

international humanitarian law or criminal 

law?  



Defining cyberterrorism 

 Subset of terrorism 

 Cyberterror activities 

 False communications/propaganda 

 Data mining to blackmail prominent 

individuals 

 Create widespread casualties  

 Ethics 

 Violations of just war 

 No legal status 

 



Defining psyops  

 

 Operations to influence emotions, motives, 
reasoning, and behavior of audiences 
 Battlefield preparation 

 Information warfare 

 Deception 

 Ethics 
 Destroys credibility  

 Dishonorable  

 Humiliation  



Defining cyberespionage  

 

 Activity closely resembles ‘covert 

activity’ 

 Not part of official foreign policy 

 ‘Grey area’, not regulated under 

international law 

 Economic v. traditional espionage 

 ‘Masquerading’ presents ethical problems 

 Perfidy and deception  

 



Machines, Attribution, and 

Responsibility 

 

 Automated programs and weapons 

 Bots and DDoS attacks 

 Traditional ethics and assumed agency  

 Ethical issues 

 Deception 

 Legal and moral accountability/responsibility 

 Self-awareness of machines 



Critical Issues: Should We Ban 

Cyberweapons? 

 

 Grounds for declaring weaponry unlawful 

 Unnecessarily cruel and punitive 

○ Chemical and biological weapons 

○ Cyberweapons as destructive to internet 

 Restrictions on specific cyberweapons 

○ Controllable 

○ Stoppable 

○ Identifiable  

○ Reversible  

 

 



Application: Defining 

Cyberweapons 

 

 Importance of definition 

 Cyberweapons treated differently 

 Needed to accuse an adversary 

 Needed for cyber arms control 

 Limits of a taxonomy 

 ‘Cyber’ as a catchall term 

 



Discussion 

 

 Can robots be granted the right to act on 
behalf of a nation’s defense? 

 Is political ‘doxing’ an act of war? 

 Should nations have cyberweapons that 
weaker nations don’t have access to? 

 How might the different perspectives consider 
the ‘human in the loop’ issue with autonomous 
weapons? 

 Should Russian election hacking be 
considered an act of war?  Why or why not?  


